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Rio



The episode picks up straight where "One of Our Own" left off. Horatio and Delko have arrived in Rio de Janeiro to hunt down Antonio Riaz, who ordered the hit on Marisol. The problem is that Horatio can't stop thinking about his late wife, and Brazilian authorities aren't being very cooperative. While there, Horatio runs into Yelina and finds out that Raymond is missing again. Ray Jr., now fourteen, teams up with Brazilian authorities and will stop at nothing to bring his father home safe, until Horatio learns the terrible truth... Raymond is already dead. Now Horatio must stop his nephew from getting himself killed trying to chase a ghost.
Quest roles:
Sofia Milos(Yelina Salas), Brendan Fehr(Dan Cooper), Alana De La Garza, Vincent Laresca, Alex Meneses, Shawn Christian, Giancarlo Esposito(Chief Braga), Mason Gamble, Carter Jenkins, Luis Antonio Ramos, Susie Park, Brennan Mejia(Pablo), Colleen McDermott(Pamela Slivers), Hayden Tank(Raymond Caine Jr.), Jeffrey Licon, Christopher Stapleton(Raymond Caine), Ness Bautista(Angel Demorte)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
18 September 2006, 22:00
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